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FAQ  Logging In 

How do I log in to CIS?

To log in the CIS, follow these instructions:

1) Type www.emspic.org in the address bar of your web browser.

2) Press Enter on your keyboard.

3) Click CIS under Select Applications at the top of the page.

4) Enter your State ID number as your User ID. (Make sure you use upper-case letters.)

5) Type your password where indicated.

6) Click the arrow on the screen or press the return key on your computer keyboard.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477FAQ
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FAQ  Logging In 

Where do I change my password?

You can then change your password by clicking Edit in the lower right hand corner of the My Profile 
screen, the first screen that shows when you log in to CIS.  Your password must be at least 6 characters 
long, a maximum of 11 characters long, and contain at least one number or special character like @ or 
#.

I forgot my password; what should I do?

If you forget your password, click on the password link at the CIS log in screen. Enter your user ID and 
the e-mail address recognized by CIS and your password will be e-mailed to you. If you have trouble, call 
EMSPIC and ask for your password to be reset.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Logging In

What is my User Id?

Your User Id is your State ID (sometimes called a P-number or Cert-number).  All credentialed personnel 
in North Carolina have a State ID - it appears on most credential cards.  If you are credentialed in West 
Virginia or South Carolina, please follow the directions under “I am an EMT in another state. How do I 
become one in North Carolina?” on page 12 of this FAQ. If you are not yet credentialed as an EMT in 
North Carolina, you can follow these steps to register for a State ID:

1) With your browser navigate to the Public Access site.

2) Create a new profile by selecting Profile and then Register to Use CIS from the menu on the left 
on the Public Access Site.  Do not register for a new State ID if you are already a credentialed EMT in 
North Carolina as all credentialed EMTs in North Carolina already have a State ID.

3) When you first sign in to CIS with your State ID, you will receive a prompt asking you to sign 
the Confidentiality Agreement.  Use the password you created in the registration process to sign the 
agreement.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Logging In

What is a P-Number?

A P-number is another name for your State ID.

When I try to log in to CIS I receive an error message telling me to 
try again. What should I do?

Make sure that you are using capital P in the User Id.  If you still receive an error message when you 
try to log in, click on Get Password at the CIS log-in screen and try logging in again after following that 
process. If that doesn’t work, call the EMSPIC Toll Free at (866) 773-6477.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education 

Where do I find a list of upcoming courses?

To find a list of upcoming courses, follow these instructions:

1) Click Education in the main menu.

2) Click Scheduled Courses in the sub-menu.

3) Enter at least one criterion to perform the course search.

4) Click Search.

5) A list of scheduled courses will appear.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education

How do I register for a course?

The Registration Info screen allows you to sign up for a selected course. CIS will notify you on-screen if 
you do not meet course requirements for registration.

To find the Registration Info screen, follow these instructions:

1) Click Education in the main menu.

2) Click Scheduled Courses in the sub-menu.

3) Enter at least one criterion for the course search.

4) Click Search.

(Continued on Page 7)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education 

How do I register for a course? (continued from page 6)

5) When you see the course you wish to register for, click View to its right to see course details.

6) At the bottom of the page, click Registration Info.

7) To complete your registration, you must receive the Course Code from the instructor (usually at 
the first class meeting), and enter it in the blank at the bottom of the Registration Instructions page.

 
8) Click Register.  After you have properly registered for a course, it should appear on your My 
Profile page.

The course I need is full and I cannot register.  What should I do?

Contact the State Office at (919) 855-3935.

The course I need is not available.  What should I do?

Contact the State Office at (919) 855-3935.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education

Who is the instructor for my course?

The Instructor’s name is first shown in the search results on the Scheduled Courses screen. To find that 
screen, follow these instructions:

1)   Click Education in the main menu.

2)   Click Scheduled Courses in the sub-menu.

3)   Enter at least one criterion for the course search.

4) Click Search.

5) The instructor’s name is beside the course in the search results.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education 

Who do I pay for my course?

Check with the institution that is facilitating your course. If they are not accepting payments, call the 
State Office at (919) 855-3935.

How do I register for an exam? 

To register for an exam, go to the Exam Registration Screen. To find the Exam Registration Screen, 
follow these instructions:

1) Click Education in the main menu.

2) Click Scheduled Exams in the sub-menu.

3) Enter at least one criterion for the exam search.

4) Click Search.

(Continued on Page 10)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Education

How do I register for an exam? (continued from page 9)

5) Click View to the right of an exam to see the View Exam Screen.

6) Click Registration at the bottom right of the page. CIS will immediately let you know if you do not 
meet the requirements to register for the exam.  After you successfully register for the exam, you will 
see confirmation on your My Profile page.

I missed my exam.  What should I do?

If you miss your exam, contact the State Office at (919) 855-3935.

Where do I find my exam or course grade?

Your grade will appear on your My Profile page under Courses or Exams. Your My Profile page is the first 
page that appears when you log in to CIS.  To get to it any time from the menu, select Profile and then 
My Profile.  Note that an exam grade can take up to 30 days to post to your CIS profile.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Personnel 

There is a mistake on my My Profile page. How do I correct it?

You can correct some information on your My Profile page by clicking Edit in the lower right hand corner 
of the page. However, you must call the State Office to correct some information (your name, address, 
birthdate and/or social security number).

I just got married (divorced). How do I change my name in CIS?

When your name changes, you must notify the State Office at (919) 855-3935.

How can I see my personnel record?

Your personnel record is the same as the My Profile screen. Your My Profile page is the first page that 
appears when you log in to CIS.  To get to it any time from the menu, select Profile and then My Profile.

Who can see my personal information such as address and phone 
number?

The State Office and your employer (if you work for an agency or a system) can see your personal 
information.

Who can change my personnel record?

You can change parts of your personnel record including your phone number and address.  The 
remainder must be changed by the State Office as those fields deal with information that appears on or 
relates to credentials.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Personnel

I am an EMT in another state. How do I become one in North 
Carolina?

If you are an EMT in South Carolina or West Virginia, the first step to requesting legal recognition of 
your credential in North Carolina is creating a North Carolina profile. To create a new profile for North 
Carolina, log in to CIS in your current state. Click New in the bottom right corner and check the North 
Carolina box. Click Save.

If you are an EMT in a state other than South Carolina or West Virginia, you must create a new profile on 
the Public Access site by clicking on “Click Here for the Public Access Site.”

(Continued on Page 13)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Q
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FAQ  Personnel 

I am an EMT in another state. How do I become one in North 
Carolina? (continued from Page 12)

Create a new profile by selecting Profile and then Register to Use CIS from the menu on the left on the 
Public Access Site.  EMTs in South Carolina and West Virginia should never attempt to create a new 
profile for North Carolina using this registration process.

The last step for all EMTs seeking legal recognition is to log in to CIS with their new North Carolina 
account, select Profile and then select Request Legal Recognition from the menu on the left.  Follow 
the instructions on the screen to complete your request.  The State Office will then review your request 
and will instruct you on the next steps.  To check the status of a legal recognition request, call the State 
Office at (919) 855-3935.

When does my certification expire?

Check your My Profile page to see when your certifications expire. Your My Profile page is the first page 
that appears when you log in to CIS.  To get to it any time from the menu, select Profile and then My 
Profile.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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FAQ  Reports

How do I run a report?

To generate a report, follow these instructions:
1) Log in to CIS.

2) Click Reports in the main menu. The reports that are available to you are listed in the 
submenus.  If you do not see the Reports menu, you do not have permission to view reports in CIS.

3) Click on one of the reports under State Office Reports or Agency Reports to run those directly or 
click Reports Search in the submenu to search for reports by keyword.

4)  If you select Reports Search, you can select a keyword describing the report you want then 
select Search.

(Continued on Page 15)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
Q
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FAQ  Reports 

How do I run a report? (continued from Page 14)

5)  A list of the reports you may run is then displayed and you can select Run beside the one you 
want.

What does it mean to subscribe to a report?

Subscribing to a report makes it more accessible by attaching it to a special screen in CIS. All report 
subscriptions are posted on the Current Report Subscriptions screen.

How do I subscribe to a report?

To subscribe to a report, follow these instructions:

1) Click Reports in the menu on the left and then select Reports Search

(Continued on Page 16)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
Q
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FAQ  Reports

How do I subscribe to a report? (continued from Page 15)

2) Select a keyword describing the report you want then select Search.

3)  A list of the reports you may subscribe to is then displayed and you can select Subscribe beside 
the one you want.

How do I unsubscribe from a report? 

To subscribe to a report, follow these instructions:
1) Click Reports in the menu on the left and then select Subscriptions.

(Continued on Page 17)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
Q
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FAQ  Reports 

How do I unsubscribe from a report?  (continued from Page 16)

2) When the list of subscriptions appears, click Unsubscribe to the right of the report you no longer 
want.

I need help reviewing a toolkit. What should I do?

For help reviewing a toolkit, call Joe Fraser at EMSPIC, at (919) 843-0190.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
Q
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FAQ  Help

I started a help request ticket; how do I find it?

To find a help ticket you generated for EMSPIC, follow these directions:
1) Click Help in the main menu and then Help Requests.

2) Make sure Open beside Completion Status is selected.

3) Under Date Range, type in a date prior to the date you submitted your request in the first blank; 
type in a date just after the date you submitted your request in the second blank.

4) Click Search.

5) All tickets that meet your selected criteria will appear.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
Q
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FAQ  Help 

How do I see if my question has been answered?

You will receive an e-mail from EMSPIC when your question is answered.  You can also check the status  
from the Help Request Tickets search screen.

What are my responsibilities related to confidentiality?

Your responsibilities related to confidentiality are spelled out in the EMS Confidentiality Agreement you 
signed the first time you logged in to CIS. To review the agreement, click Help in the main menu and 
then click User Agreement in the submenu.

What should I do if my question is not addressed in this FAQ?

If your question is not answered in this FAQ, call the EMSPIC Toll Free at (866) 773-6477 or, if you are 
able to log in to CIS, submit an on-line help request ticket.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
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FAQ  Technical Assistance

When I type information in CIS, does it have to be case sensitive?

Your username and password are case sensitive, but the searches in CIS are not.

Only some of what I need is displayed. How can I see the rest?

There are several ways that are used to display additional text: First, there may be an on-screen Show 
All button, upon which you can click to see the complete information. There also may be a series of 
page numbers at the top of the search results, and you can click on the page number that you want 
to see. Third, there may be a previous/next button at the top of the search results, and you can click 
previous to see the previous page or next to see the next page of results.

How do I receive authorization to view or change information?

Inquire at the State Office about gaining authorization to see information that requires a security right 
beyond what you currently have.  Their phone number is (919) 855-3935.

I used the criteria I had for a search, but I didn’t get any results. 
What should I do?

If your search ended with no results, check your search criteria and make sure everything is spelled 
correctly. You may also try searching with no criteria, as it is seldom required.

Do I use the same log-in information for CIS, PreMis and SMARTT?

Your login information is shared between CIS and PreMIS.  SMARTT has a a different login as it is entity-
based with one login per agency, hospital, etc.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

FA
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View State Office

The View State Office screen will help you:
•	 Obtain	office	and	staff	contact	information	including	email	and	web
•	 View	associated	OEMS	and	Trauma	regions

To	leave	CIS	and	see	the	NC	OEMS	web	page,	click	the	OEMS	website	address.

To	see	the	NC	OEMS	State	Office	Status	History,	click	the	selection	beside	Status	(usually	OPEN).

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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View State Office

Click	VIEW	in	the	Personnel	section	beside	a	contact	to	see	the	PERSONNEL|View Personnel	screen	
which	allows	you	to	see	detailed	information	about	the	contact.

Click	VIEW	in	the	Regions	section	to	the	right	of	the	Region’s	name	to	see	the	REGION|View Region	
screen	which	allows	you	to	see	a	Region’s	Personnel	and	Systems.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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View State Office

Click	SHOW ALL	in	the	Regions	section	to	see	the	State Office Regions	screen	which	allows	you	to	see	
all	State	Office	Regions	at	once	in	a	single	list.		Currently	this	screen	has	the	same	Region	information	
as	that	displayed	in	the	Regions	section.

Click	VIEW	in	the	Trauma	Regions	section	to	the	right	of	the	Trauma	Region’s	name	to	see	the	
REGION|View Trauma Region	screen	which	allows	you	to	see	a	Trauma	Region’s	Personnel	and	
Systems.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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View State Office

Click	SHOW ALL	in	the	Trauma	Regions	section	to	see	the	State Office Trauma Regions	screen	which	
allows	you	to	see	all	State	Office	Trauma	Regions	at	once	in	a	single	list.		Currently	this	screen	has	the	
same	Trauma	Region	information	as	that	displayed	in	the	Trauma	Regions	section.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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The Region menu will help you:
• Obtain Region and Trauma Region contact information including email and web
• View Systems associated with Regions and Trauma Regions
• View Hospitals associated with Trauma Regions

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  OEMS Regions

Click REGION in the main menu, then click OEMS REGIONS to see the OEMS Regions screen.

Click NORTH CAROLINA to the right of the Region’s name to see the VIEW STATE OFFICE|View State 
Office screen.

Click VIEW to the right of the Region’s name to see the View Region screen which allows you to see a 
Region’s Personnel and Systems.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  View Region

To see the Region Status History, click the selection beside Status (usually OPEN).

Click VIEW in the Personnel section beside a contact to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel screen 
which allows you to see detailed information about the contact.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  View Region

Click VIEW to the right of the System’s name to see the SYSTEM|View System screen which allows you 
to see a System’s Personnel, Agency, Institution and Contact Information.

Click SHOW ALL in the Systems section to see the Show All Systems screen which allows you to see all 
Systems at once in a single list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  Trauma Regions

Click REGION in the main menu, then click TRAUMA REGIONS to see the TRAUMA Regions screen.

Click NORTH CAROLINA to the right of the Trauma Region’s name to see the View State Office screen.

Click VIEW to the right of the Trauma Region’s name to see the View Trauma Region screen which 
allows you to see a Trauma Region’s Personnel and Systems.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  View Trauma Region

To see the Trauma Region Status History, click the selection beside Status (usually OPEN).

Click VIEW in the Personnel section beside a contact to see the View Personnel screen which allows 
you to see detailed information about the contact.

Click VIEW to the right of the Hospital’s name to see the HOSPITAL|View Hospital screen which allows 
you to see a Hospital’s Personnel and Contact information.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REGION  View Trauma Region

Click SHOW ALL in the Hospitals section to see the Show All Hospitals screen which allows you to see 
all Hospitals in the Trauma Region at once in a single list.

Click VIEW to the right of the System’s name to see the SYSTEM|View System screen which allows you 
to see a System’s Personnel, Agency, Institution and Contact Information.

Click SHOW ALL in the Systems section to see the Show All Systems screen which allows you to see all 
Systems in the Trauma Region at once in a single list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Hospital

The Hospital menu will help you:
• Obtain Hospital contact information including email and web

When you click HOSPITAL, you potentially see this submenu:
• HOSPITAL SEARCH (Hospital Contacts, Designation, Location, 

PCRs)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  Hospital Search

Click HOSPITAL in the main menu, then click HOSPITAL SEARCH 
to see the Hospital Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

To leave CIS and see a Hospital’s web page from the Search Results, click the Hospital’s website 
address.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  Hospital Search

Click the Trauma Region to the right of the Hospital’s name to see the REGION|View Trauma Region 
screen for the Trauma Region associated with the Hospital.

Click VIEW to the right of the Hospital’s name to see the View Hospital screen which allows you to see a 
Hospital’s Personnel, Contact information and PCR Requests.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  View Hospital

To see the Hospital’s Status History, click the selection beside Status (usually OPEN).

Click the Trauma Region name to the right of Associated Trauma Region to see the REGION|View 
Trauma Region screen for that Trauma Region.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  View Hospital

Click VIEW in the Contacts section beside a contact to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel screen 
which allows you to see detailed information about the contact.  Note that not all contacts will appear in 
the Contacts section but those that do appear here are contacts that are referenced most often.

Click VIEW in the Hospital Designation section to see the View Designation screen which allows you to 
see detailed information about the Hospital Designation.  Not all hospitals will have designations.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  Hospital Status History

The Hospital Status History screen allows you to view any changes that have been made to the status 
of the selected hospital over time and identifies who made changes in hospital status.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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HOSPITAL  View Designation

The View Designation screen allows you to view the designation information, including issue date, 
expiration date, status, withdrawal date, and type, for the selected hospital.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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System

The System menu will help you:
• Obtain System contact information including email and web
• View Agencies associated with Systems
• View Institutions associated with Systems
• Add or remove personnel to and from Systems (with the appropriate security right)

When you click SYSTEM, you potentially see this submenu:
• SYSTEM SEARCH (System Contacts, Agencies, Institutions)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  System Search

Click SYSTEM in the main menu, then click SYSTEM SEARCH 
to see the System Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

Click the name of the Lead Agency to the right of the System’s name to see the AGENCY|View Agency 
screen for the selected Lead Agency.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  System Search

Click the name of the Region to the right of the System’s name to see the REGION|View Region screen 
for the selected Region.  This is the Region the system is located in.

Click the name of the Trauma Region to the right of the System’s name to see the REGION|View 
Trauma Region screen for the selected Trauma Region.  This is the Trauma Region the system is 
located in.

Click VIEW to the right of the System’s name to see the View System screen which allows you to see a 
System’s Personnel, Agency, Institution and Contact Information.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

To see the System Status History, click the selection beside Status (usually OPEN).

Click the name of the Lead Agency to the right of the Lead Agency label to see the AGENCY|View 
Agency screen for the selected Lead Agency.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

Click the name of the Region to the right of the Region label to see the REGION|View Region screen 
for the selected Region.  This is the Region in which the system is located.

Click the name of the Trauma Region to the right of the Trauma Region label to see the REGION|View 
Trauma Region screen for the selected Trauma Region.  This is the Trauma Region in which the system 
is located.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

The System Dates section contains information such as Approval Date, Expiration Date, Protocol 
Approval Date and Protocol Expiration Date.

Click PERSONNEL|VIEW in the Personnel section beside a contact to see the View Personnel screen 
which allows you to see detailed information about the contact.

Click DELETE in the Personnel section to remove the contact from the System roster.  There is a Delete 
Personnel confirmation screen to prevent accidental removals and allow you to choose the job to 
remove if the contact holds more than one job.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster 
security right for the System level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

Click SHOW ALL in the Personnel section to see the System Roster screen which allows you to see all 
System personnel at once in a single list.  Only those with the      View Personnel security right for the 
System level or higher can see this selection.

Click ADD in the Personnel section to see the Add Personnel screen which allows you to add a person 
to the System roster.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster security right for the System 
level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

Click VIEW to the right of the Agency’s name in the Agencies section to see the AGENCY|View Agency 
screen which allows you to see an Agency’s Personnel, Vehicle, Station and Contact Information.

Click SHOW ALL in the Systems section to see the Show All Agencies screen which allows you to see all 
Agencies in the System at once in a single list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

Click VIEW to the right of the Institution’s name in the Institutions section to see the EDUCATION|View 
Institution screen which allows you to see an Institution’s Personnel, Course and Contact Information.

Click SHOW ALL in the Institutions section to see the Show All Institutions screen which allows you to 
see all Institutions in the System at once in a single list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  View System

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View System screen to see the Edit System screen which allows you to 
edit System Contact, General and Primary information.  Only those with the      Edit System security 
right on the System level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  Status History

The System Status History screen allows you to view any changes that have been made to the status of 
the selected System over time and identifies who made those changes.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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SYSTEM  Edit System

The Edit System screen allows you to change contact, location, lead agency, and designation 
information for the System.  Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Agency

The Agency menu will help you:
• Locate agencies by different criteria
• Find their associated OEMS and Trauma regions
• Find websites and other contact information for most agencies
• Determine whether an agency is open, closed, or if it has merged with another entity
• Locate agency vehicles and destination information

When you click AGENCY, you potentially see these submenus:
• AGENCY SEARCH (Agency Contacts, Licensure, Rosters, 

Vehicles and Stations)
• VEHICLE SEARCH (Vehicle Permits and Inspections)
• DESTINATION SEARCH (Facility Codes and Addresses 

for PCR Destinations)
• ADD DESTINATION (Request a New PCR Destination)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Agency Search

Click AGENCY in the main menu, then click AGENCY SEARCH 
to see the Agency Search screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Click VIEW beside a result to see the View Agency screen which contains more detailed agency 
information.
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Click the System Name beside a result to go to the SYSTEM|View System screen containing more 
detailed system information.
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AGENCY  Agency Search

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Destination Search

Click AGENCY in the main menu, then click DESTINATION SEARCH to see the 
Destination Search screen. 
 
 
 
 

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

 

Click VIEW beside the result to see destination details on the View Destination screen.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Destination

The View Destination screen allows you to see detailed destination information such as the Facility 
Code and contact information for the destination.

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View Destination screen to see the Edit Destination screen which 
allows you to edit contact and location information for the destination.  Only those with the      Edit 
Destination security right on the Agency level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Edit Destination 

The Edit Destination screen allows you to request changes to the selected destination.

You may also enter a reason for the change in the Comments section. 
 
Remember to select SUBMIT REQUEST when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

QuickTip
Note that the Facility Code for a destination is automatically generated by the system to be unique so 
it cannot be edited.
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AGENCY  Add Destination

Click AGENCY in the main menu, then click ADD DESTINATION 
to see the Add Destination screen.

 

The Add Destination screen allows you create a new destination record for use in PreMIS data 
submission.  You may also add any comments for the entry.  Remember to select SUBMIT REQUEST when 
you complete any changes to the form to send the request for review and approval by NC OEMS.  Make 
sure to check that the destination is not already in the system before making a request to add it.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

QuickTip
Note that the Facility Code for a destination is automatically generated by the system to be unique so 
it is not available as a choice.
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AGENCY  View Agency

The View Agency screen allows you to view detailed information on an agency
including location information, contact information, identification number,
services provided, organization type, and billing status.

Click OPEN beside Status to see the View Agency Status screen which contains
the history of changes to the agency’s status.  Only those with the      Edit Agency
security right can see this selection.

Click the System Name beside Associated System to see the SYSTEM|View System
screen containing more detailed system information.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Agency

Click PROTOCOLS to see the View Protocols screen which shows the protocols in use by the agency.  
Only those with the      Edit Agency security right can see this selection.

Click PROCEDURES to see the View Procedures screen which shows the procedures in use by the 
agency.  Only those with the      Edit Agency security right can see this selection.

Click MEDICATIONS to see the View Medications screen which shows the medications in use by the 
agency.  Only those with the      Edit Agency security right can see this selection.

The Agency License section shows the Agency Number, Issue Date, Expiration Date and Status of an 
Agency’s License.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Agency

Click VIEW in the Vehicles section beside a vehicle to see the View Vehicle screen which allows you to 
see detailed information about the vehicle.  Only those with the      View Vehicle security right can see 
this selection.

Click CHANGE STATUS in the Vehicles section to see the Change Vehicle Status screen which allows 
you to change the status of a vehicle.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security right can see this 
selection.  Note that agencies can only take vehicles out of service with this selection but NC OEMS 
personnel with this permission have more status options.

Click SHOW ALL in the Vehicles section to see the Show All Vehicles screen which allows you to see all 
agency vehicles at once in a single list.  Only those with the      View Vehicle security right can see this 
selection.  The Show All Vehicles screen duplicates the Vehicles section in functionality.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Agency

Click ADD in the Vehicles section to see the Add Vehicle screen which allows you to add a vehicle to an 
agency.  Only those with the      Manage Vehicle security right can see this selection.

Click VIEW in the Contacts section beside a contact to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel screen 
which allows you to see detailed information about the contact.

Click DELETE in the Contacts section to remove the contact from the agency roster.  There is a Delete 
Personnel confirmation screen to prevent accidental removals and allow you to choose the job to 
remove if the contact holds more than one job.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster 
security right can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Agency

Click ROSTER in the Contacts section to see the Agency Roster screen which allows you to see all 
agency personnel at once in a single list.  Only those with the      View Personnel security right can see 
this selection.

Click ADD in the Contacts section to see the Add Personnel screen which allows you to add a person 
to an agency roster.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster security right can see this 
selection.

Click VIEW in the Stations section beside a station to see the View Station screen which allows you to 
see detailed information about the station.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Agency

Click ADD in the Stations section to see the Add Station screen which allows you to add a station to an 
agency.  Only those with the      Manage Station security right on the Agency or higher level can see 
this selection.

Click DATA SUBMISSION at the bottom of the View Agency screen to see the Data Submission Methods 
screen which allows you to select the method of data submission for the agency.  Only those with the
     Edit Agency security right can see this selection.

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View Agency screen to see the Edit Agency screen which allows you 
to edit agency contact, location and classification information.  Only those with the      Edit Agency 
security right can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Protocols

The View Protocols screen allows you to see what protocols the Agency may use.  PreMIS Web only 
shows protocols chosen on this screen for the Agency.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Procedures

The View Procedures screen allows you to see what procedures the Agency may use.  PreMIS Web only 
shows procedures chosen on this screen for the Agency.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Medications

The View Medications screen allows you to see what medications the Agency may use.  PreMIS Web 
only shows medications chosen on this screen for the Agency.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Vehicle

To see the Vehicle Status History screen, click the selection beside Vehicle Status (usually IN SERVICE).  
Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security right on the Agency level or higher can see this selection.  
Note that agencies can only take vehicles out of service with this selection.  NC OEMS personnel with 
this permission have more status options.

Click VIEW in the Current Permit section to see the View Permit screen which allows you to see detailed 
information about the vehicle permit.

Click HISTORY in the Current Permit section to see the Permit History screen which contains
the history of changes to the vehicle’s permit.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Vehicle

Click VIEW in the Radio Frequencies section to see the Frequency screen which allows you to see 
detailed information about the vehicle’s radio frequency.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security 
right can see this selection.

Click ADD in the Radio Frequencies section to see the Add Frequency screen which allows you to add a 
radio frequency to a vehicle.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security right can see this selection.

Click CHANGE STATUS in the bottom right of the View Vehicle screen to see the Change Vehicle Status 
screen which allows you to change the status of a vehicle.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security 
right can see this selection.  Note that agencies can only take vehicles out of service with this selection 
but NC OEMS personnel with this permission have more status options.

Click EDIT at the bottom right of the View Vehicle screen to see the Edit Vehicle screen which allows 
you to edit agency contact, location and classification information.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle 
security right can see this selection.  Note that agencies cannot move vehicles with this selection but 
NC OEMS personnel with this permission can.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Vehicle Status History

The Vehicle Status History screen allows you to view any changes that have been made to the status of 
the selected Vehicle over time and identifies who made changes in Vehicle status.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Permit

The View Permit screen displays detailed information about the permit at the top of the screen.

Click VIEW in the Inspections section beside an Inspection to see the View Inspection screen which 
allows you to see detailed information about the Inspection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Inspection

Click PRINT at the bottom of the View Inspection screen to see a printable PDF of the selected 
Inspection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Permit History

The Permit History screen allows you to view any permits that have been added to the selected Vehicle 
over time.

Click VIEW beside a Permit to see the Permit History Details screen which allows you to see detailed 
information about the Permit.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Frequency

Click EDIT at the bottom of the Frequency screen to see the Edit Frequency screen which allows you to 
edit the Frequency record for the selected Vehicle. 

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Edit Frequency

The Edit Frequency screen allows you to edit the Frequency for the selected Vehicle.  Remember to 
select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Add Frequency

The Add Frequency screen allows you to add a Frequency to the selected Vehicle.  Remember to select 
SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Change Vehicle Status

The Change Vehicle Status screen allows you to change the status for the Vehicle.  Note that agencies 
can only take vehicles out of service with this screen but NC OEMS personnel with the      Edit Vehicle 
security right have more status options.

You may also enter a reason for the change.  Remember to select SAVE when you complete any 
changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Edit Vehicle

The Edit Vehicle screen allows you to edit vehicle details for the selected Vehicle.  Note that agencies 
cannot modify the Agency under Agency Information with this screen but NC OEMS and System 
personnel with the      Edit Vehicle security right may do so.  Remember to select SAVE when you 
complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Add Vehicle

The Add Vehicle screen allows you to add a vehicle to the selected Agency.  Note that agencies cannot 
modify the Agency under Agency Information with this screen but NC OEMS and System personnel with 
the      Edit Vehicle security right may do so.  Agencies cannot put vehicles directly into the status of In 
Service unless the vehicles are non-permitted like First Responder vehicles.  Remember to select SAVE 
when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  View Station

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View Station screen to see the Edit Station screen which allows you to 
edit Station location information.  Only those with the      Manage Station security right on the Agency 
level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Edit Station

The Edit Station screen allows you to change the location information for the selected Station.  
Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Add Station

The Add Station screen allows you to add a Station to the selected Agency.  Remember to select SAVE 
when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Data Submission Methods

The Data Submission Methods screen allows you to record the Data Submission Method for the 
selected Agency.  If an Agency does not provide ALS Care and/or transport patients they may note this 
on the screen and no data submission method is required to be recorded.  

If the second question is answered with “Import through a commercial EMS software package” the 
Agency must note the name of the software package.

Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Edit Agency

The Edit Agency screen allows you to change contact, location, services, properties, and configuration 
information for the Agency.  Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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AGENCY  Vehicle Search

Click AGENCY in the main menu, then click VEHICLE SEARCH to see the Vehicle Search screen.  Only 
those with the      View Vehicle security right can see this selection.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

Click VIEW beside a vehicle to see the View Vehicle screen which allows you to see detailed information 
about the vehicle.

Click CHANGE STATUS beside a vehicle to see the Change Vehicle Status screen which allows you to 
change the status of a vehicle.  Only those with the      Edit Vehicle security right can see this selection.  
Note that agencies can only take vehicles out of service with this selection but NC OEMS personnel 
with this permission have more status options.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Personnel

The Personnel menu will help you:
• Obtain Personnel contact information and other information recorded in a Personnel record 

When you click PERSONNEL, you see this submenu item:
• PERSONNEL SEARCH

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PERSONNEL  Personnel Search

Click PERSONNEL in the main menu, then click PERSONNEL SEARCH 
to see the PERSONNEL Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

Click VIEW to the right of a person’s name to see the View Personnel screen which allows you to see a 
person’s profile detail.  Note that details like the last four digits of a person’s Social Security Number 
are restricted to individuals with the      Manage Personnel security right on the Agency level or higher.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PERSONNEL  View Personnel

The View Personnel screen allows you to see personal details for the chosen
person such as birth date as well as contact information and demographic
information.  Note that many of these details like the last four digits of a person’s 
Social Security Number are restricted to individuals with the      Manage Personnel 
security right on the Agency level or higher.  The       View Personnel Demographics 
security right is required to view the demographics of a personnel record that is not your own.

To leave CIS and send email to the selected person, click the person’s email address.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PERSONNEL  View Personnel

Click VIEW in the Certifications section to see the View Certification screen which allows you to see 
certification detail for the certification.

Click HISTORY in the Certifications section to see the Certification History screen which contains the 
history of changes to the person’s certification.  Only those with the      Manage Certification security 
right can see this selection.

Click VIEW in the Instructor Certifications section to see the EDUCATION|View Instructor Certification 
screen which allows you to see instructor certification detail for the instructor certification.  Only 
those with the      Manage Instructor security right can see this selection.

Click an Employer name in the Current Jobs section to see the AGENCY|View Agency screen for that 
agency which allows you to see agency details.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PERSONNEL  View Certification

The View Certification screen allows you to see detailed information on the
selected person’s certification.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PERSONNEL  Certification History

The Certification History screen allows you to view a list of any certifications
previously held by the person.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Education

The Education menu will help you:
• View Course and Exam detail information
• Sign up for a Course or Exam
• View Institution detail information
• View Instructor detail information
• Grade Courses (with the appropriate security right)

When you click EDUCATION, you potentially see these submenu items:
• SCHEDULED COURSES
• SCHEDULED EXAMS
• INSTITUTION SEARCH
• INSTRUCTOR SEARCH
• COURSE HISTORY SEARCH

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Course Search
Click EDUCATION in the main menu, then click SCHEDULED COURSES 
to see the Course Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you 
have entered all your criteria.  Note that this course search only shows courses that have not been 
completed.

Click VIEW to the right of a Course to see the View Course screen which allows you to see course 
details.

Click CANCEL to the right of a Course to cancel a course.  Only those with the      Schedule Course 
security right for the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Course

The View Course screen allows you to see course details for the chosen
course such as class size, location, dates, times, and status.

Click VIEW to the right of an instructor in the Course Instructors section to see the View Instructor 
screen which allows you to see a instructor details.  Only those with the      View Instructor security 
right for the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Course

Click REMOVE to the right of an instructor in the Course Instructors section to
remove an instructor from the course.  A confirmation screen will appear to make
sure you want to remove the instructor.  Only those with the      Manage Instructor
security right for the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Click ADD in the Course Instructors section to see the Assign Instructor screen which allows you to add 
an instructor to a course.  Only those with the      Manage Instructor security right for the Institution 
level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Course

Click VIEW in the Students section to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel screen which
allows you to see personnel details for the student.  Only those with the
      Assign Student to Course security right can see this selection and section.

Click REMOVE to the right of a student in the Students section to remove a student from the course.  A 
confirmation screen will appear to make sure you want to remove the student.  If a student is already 
enrolled in an exam based on the course, the system will warn you with a message in red.  Only those 
with the      Assign Student to Course security right can see this selection and section.

Click SHOW ALL in the Students section to see the Show All Students screen which allows you to see 
all of a course’s students at once in a single list.  Only those with the      Assign Student to Course 
security right can see this selection and section.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Course

Click ADD in the Students section to see the Add Student to Course screen
which allows you to add a student to a course.  Only those with the
      Assign Student to Course security right for the Institution level or higher can
see this selection.

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View Course screen to see the Edit Course screen which allows you to 
edit course details.  Only those with the      Manage Course security right on the Institution level or 
higher can see this selection.

Click REGISTRATION INFO at the bottom of the View Course screen to see the Registration Info 
screen which allows you to sign up for a course.  The system will notify you if you do not meet course 
requirements to sign up for the course.

Click GRADE COURSE at the bottom of the View Course screen to see the Grade Course screen which 
allows you to grade a course.   Only those assigned to the course as an instructor or those with the
      Grade Course security right on the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Instructor

The View Instructor screen allows you to see instructor details for the chosen
instructor such as contact information and credentials.

Click HISTORY in the Instructor Certifications section to see the Instructor Certification History screen 
which contains the history of changes to the person’s instructor certification.  Only those with the
       Manage Instructor Credential security right can see this selection.

The EMD Instructor Certification section allows you to see any instructor certifications of that type for 
the person.

Click VIEW in the Current Courses section to see the View Course screen which
allows you to see course details for the course.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Instructor Certification History

The Instructor Certification History screen allows you to view a list of any
instructor certifications previously held by the person.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Assign Instructor

The Assign Instructor screen allows you to choose an instructor to assign to a
course.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of
information in the fields provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

Select the instructor or instructors you wish to assign to the course, select the type (Primary or 
Seconday) of instructor, and then click SAVE.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Show All Students

Click VIEW beside a student’s name to see the View Personnel screen which
allows you to see personnel details for the student.  Only those with the
      Assign Student to Course security right can see this selection and screen.

Click REMOVE to the right of a student’s name to remove the student from the course.  A confirmation 
screen will show to make sure you want to remove the student.  If a student is already enrolled in an 
exam based on the course, the system will also warn you of this with a message in red.  Only those with 
the      Assign Student to Course security right can see this selection and screen.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Show All Students

Click GRADE COURSE at the bottom of the Show All Students screen to see
the Grade Course screen which allows you to grade a course.   Only those
assigned to the course as an instructor or those with the      Grade Course
security right on the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Click ADD at the bottom of the Show All Students screen to see the Add Student to Course screen 
which allows you to add a student to a course.  Only those with the      Assign Student to Course 
security right for the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Assign Student to Course

The Assign Student to Course screen allows you to choose a student to
assign to a course.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of
information in the fields provided.  Click SEARCH when you have entered all your criteria.

Select the student or students you wish to assign to the course and then click SAVE.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Edit Course

The Edit Course screen allows you to edit the course information for the
selected course.  Only those with the      Approve Scheduled Course
security right on the State Office level or higher can set the Course Status to
Approved on this screen.  Only those with the      Manage Course security right on the Institution level 
or higher can see this selection and screen.  Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes
to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Registration Info

The Registration Info screen allows you to sign up for the selected course.
The system will notify you if you do not meet course requirements to sign
up for the course.  Remember to select REGISTER after entering the Course Code.
After signing up for a course, check your My Profile screen to confirm your
registration.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Grade Course

The Grade Course screen allows you to grade a course for the selected students.
Only those assigned to the course as an instructor or those with the
      Grade Course security right on the Institution level or higher can see this
screen.

Select the student or students you wish to grade and assign them each a Skill Date.

Next select a Status for each student (Passed, Failed, Withdrew Passing, Withdrew Failing, Never 
Attended) and then select SAVE to confirm the grading for all selected students.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Scheduled Exams

Click EDUCATION in the main menu, then click SCHEDULED EXAMS 
to see the Scheduled Exams screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you have 
entered all your criteria.  Note that this exam search will only show exams that are not yet complete.

Click VIEW to the right of an Exam to see the View Exam screen which allows you to see exam details.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Exam

The View Exam screen allows you to see exam details.

If an exam’s registration is closed or cannot accept more registrations, the
system will notify you.

Click REGISTRATION at the bottom of the View Exam screen to see the Exam Registration screen which 
allows you to register for an exam.  The system will notify you immediately if you do not meet the 
requirements to register for the exam.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Exam Registration

The Exam Registration screen gathers any details needed to process your exam
registration and then confirms your exam registration.  After confirmation your
exam registration should appear on your My Profile screen.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Institution Search

Click EDUCATION in the main menu, then click INSTITUTION SEARCH 
to see the Institution Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you 
have entered all your criteria.

To leave CIS to go to an institution’s website, click the institution’s website.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Institution Search

Click the System Name beside under System to go to the SYSTEM|View System
screen containing more detailed system information.

Click VIEW beside a result to see the View Institution screen which contains more detailed institution 
information.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Institution

The View Institution screen allows you to view detailed information on an
institution including location information, contact information, institution number,
and types of courses offered.

The Institution Credentials section shows the issue date, expiration date and status of the institution’s 
credential.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Institution

Click VIEW in the Personnel section beside a contact to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel
screen which allows you to see detailed information about the contact.

Click DELETE in the Personnel section to remove the contact from the institution roster.  There is a 
Delete Personnel confirmation screen to prevent accidental removals and allow you to choose the job 
to remove the contact from if the contact holds more than one job.  Only those with the      Manage 
Personnel Roster security right on the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Click SHOW ALL in the Personnel section to see the Institution Roster screen which allows you to see 
all institution personnel at once in a single list.  Only those with the      View Personnel security right on 
the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Click ADD in the Personnel section to see the Assign Personnel to Institution screen which allows you 
to add a person to an institution’s roster.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster security on 
the Institution level or higher right can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Institution

Click VIEW in the Offered Courses section beside a course to see the View Course
screen which allows you to see detailed information about the course.

Click CANCEL to the right of a course to cancel a course.  A confirmation screen will show to make sure 
you want to cancel the course.  Only those with the      Manage Course security right for the State Office 
level can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Institution

Click SHOW ALL in the Offered Courses section to see the Show All Institution 
Courses screen which allows you to see all of an institution’s courses at once
in a single list.

Click ADD in the Offered Courses screen to see the Add New Course to Institution screen which allows 
you to add a new course to an institution.  Only those with the      Schedule Course security right on the 
Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  View Institution

Click EDIT at the bottom of the View Institution screen to see the Edit Institution
screen which allows you to edit an institution record.  Only those with the
      Edit Institution security right on the Institution level can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Institution Roster

Click VIEW beside a contact to see the PERSONNEL|View Personnel screen which allows
you to see detailed information about the contact.

Click DELETE to remove the contact from the institution roster.  There is a Delete Personnel 
confirmation screen to prevent accidental removals and allow you to choose the job to remove the 
contact from if the contact holds more than one job.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster 
security right on the Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Click EDIT JOBS to see the Edit Personnel Jobs change job information for the selected contact such as 
job title and start date.  Only those with the      View Job security right on the Institution level or higher 
can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Institution Roster

Click ADD in the Personnel section to see the Assign Personnel to Institution screen which allows you 
to add a person to an institution’s roster.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster security on 
the Institution level or higher right can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Assign Personnel to Institution

The Assign Personnel to Institution screen allows you to assign personnel to
the selected institution.  Only those with the      Manage Personnel Roster
security on the Institution level or higher right can see this screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you 
have entered all your criteria.

Select the checkbox beside each instructor from the search whom you wish to add to the institution.  
Also select the job, status and start date for each instructor being added.  Remember to select SAVE 
when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Show All Institution Courses

Click VIEW beside a course to see the View Course screen which allows you
to see detailed information about the course.

Click CANCEL to the right of a course to cancel a course.  A confirmation screen will show to make sure 
you want to cancel the course.  Only those with the      Manage Course security right for the State Office 
level can see this selection.

Click ADD in the Offered Courses screen to see the Add New Course to Institution screen which allows 
you to add a new course to an institution.  Only those with the      Schedule Course security right on the 
Institution level or higher can see this selection.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Add New Course to Institution

The Add New Course to Institution screen allows you to add a new course to
an institution.  Only those with the      Schedule Course security right on the
Institution level or higher can see this selection.   Note that scheduled courses
are not automatically active but remain in a pending state until NC OEMS approves
the course.  Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Edit Institution

The Edit Institution screen allows you to edit an institution’s location, contact
and demographics information.  Only those with the      Edit Institution security
right on the Institution level can see this screen.  Remember to select SAVE when
you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Instructor Search

Click EDUCATION in the main menu, then click INSTRUCTOR SEARCH 
to see the Instructor Search screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you 
have entered all your criteria.

Click VIEW to the right of an Instructor to see the View Instructor screen which allows you to see details 
on the instructor.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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EDUCATION  Course History Search

Click EDUCATION in the main menu, then click COURSE HISTORY SEARCH
to see the Course History Search screen.

Only the instructor or program director for the course or a person with the      Manage Course security 
right on the State Office level can see this selectionand screen.

No search criteria are required so you can search with any combination of information in the fields 
provided.  At least one criterion must be chosen or entered for this search.  Click SEARCH when you 
have entered all your criteria.  Note that this course search will only show completed courses.

Click VIEW to the right of a course to see the View Course screen which allows you to see details of the 
course.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Profile

The Profile menu will help you:
• Obtain information about your own Personnel record
• Edit information on your own Personnel record
• Request Legal Recognition in North Carolina

When you click PROFILE, you potentially see these submenus:
• MY PROFILE (View/Edit own Personnel record)
• REQUEST LEGAL RECOGNITION (Request Legal Recognition 

in North Carolina)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  My Profile

Click PROFILE in the main menu, then click MY PROFILE to see the My Profile screen.

The My Profile screen allows you to see your personnel profile.

The State Profiles section of the My Profile screen shows you the State IDs associated with your 
personnel record and their associated states.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  My Profile

Click an Employer name in the Current Jobs section to see the AGENCY|View Agency screen which 
allows you to see agency details.

Click VIEW in the Certifications section to see the PERSONNEL|View Certification screen which allows 
you to see certification detail.

Click VIEW in the Instructor Certifications section to see the EDUCATION|View Instructor Certification 
screen which allows you to see instructor certification detail.

Click VIEW in the Courses section to see the EDUCATION|View Course screen which allows you to see 
course details.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  My Profile
Click VIEW in the Exams section to see the EDUCATION|View Exam screen which allows you to see 
exam details.

Click VIEW in the Legal Recognition section to see the View Legal Recognition screen which allows you 
to see legal recognition details.

Click MANAGE SUBSCRIPTIONS in the Distribution List Subscriptions section to see the Manage 
Subscriptions screen which allows you to see your subscription information.

Click EDIT at the bottom of the My Profile screen to see the Edit My Profile screen which allows you to 
edit some of your Primary Information, Phone Numbers, and Demographics.  Note that you cannot edit 
your own Name, Birth Date, Social Security Number or State ID.

Click NEW at the bottom of the My Profile screen to see the New State Profile screen which allows you 
to create a new State ID in another state (West Virginia or South Carolina) if you do not already have 
one. 

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  Edit My Profile

The Edit My Profile screen allows you to edit your Contact, Demographics and Password information.  
Note that you cannot edit your own Name, Birth Date, Social Security Number or State ID.  Remember 
to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  Manage Subscriptions

The Manage Subscriptions screen allows you to change your distribution list subscriptions.  Select the 
checkbox beside each list to which you wish to subscribe and then SAVE.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  New State Profile

The New State Profile screen allows you to create a new State ID in another state (West Virginia or 
South Carolina).  Select the checkbox beside each available state in which you wish to create a State ID 
for yourself and then SAVE.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  View Legal Recognition

The View Legal Recognition screen allows you to see detailed information on your Legal Recognition 
request.

Click EDIT at the bottom of the screen to see the Edit Legal Recognition screen which allows you to 
change Legal Recognition information for the selected request.
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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PROFILE  Edit Legal Recognition

The Edit Legal Recognition screen allows you to edit the Details information for the selected request.  
Remember to select SAVE when you complete any changes to the form.
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Reports

The Reports menu will help you:
• Find reports on PreMIS and CIS data

When you click REPORTS, you potentially see these submenus:
• SUBSCRIPTIONS
• REPORTS SEARCH
• STATE OFFICE REPORTS
• AGENCY REPORTS
• TOOLKITS

Under EDUCATION REPORTS, you potentially see these submenu items:
• INSTITUTION EXAM REPORT

Under STATE OFFICE REPORTS, you potentially see these submenu items:
• STATE DATA SHEET 

Under AGENCY REPORTS, you potentially see these submenu items:
• DATA SUBMISSION
• CALL VOLUME
• TIMES
• PROCEDURES
• BAR CHART (PARETO)
• INFECTION DISEASE

Under TOOLKITS, you potentially see these submenu items:
• RESPONSE
• ACUTE STROKE
• ACUTE PEDIATRIC
• TRAUMA
• ACUTE CARDIAC
• CARDIAC ARREST
• INCOMPLETE TOOLKITS
• COMPLETED TOOLKITS

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Subscriptions

Click REPORTS in the main menu, then click SUBSCRIPTIONS to see the Subscriptions screen.

Any report subscriptions will appear on this screen.

You may select to run a report to which you have a subscription by clicking RUN.

Or you may select UNSUBSCRIBE to remove you subscription to the report.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Reports Search

Click REPORTS in the main menu, then click REPORTS SEARCH to see the Reports Search screen.

The Reports Search screen allows you to select keywords that may help describe the subject of a report 
you wish to find.  For example, selecting Data Quality from the list of keywords will help you find all 
reports that have to do with Data Quality.

You may select a Group to narrow down the keywords displayed in the list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Reports Search

Click RUN to run the report from the search results immediately.

Click SUBSCRIBE to add the report to your subscription list.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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QuickTip
Note that the search will only allow you to run reports that you have the appropriate security rights to 
run.
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REPORTS  Institution Exam Report

Click REPORTS in the main menu, click EDUCATION REPORTS, then click INSTITUTION EXAM REPORT to see 
the Institution Exam Report screen.

The Institution Exam Report screen allows you to print institution examination results information.

Only those with the      View Education Reports security right on the State Office level can see this 
screen.

Click CREATE PDF to see the report as a Adobe PDF file for printing. 

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  State Data Sheet

Click REPORTS in the main menu, click STATE OFFICE REPORTS, then click STATE DATA SHEET to see the 
State Data Sheet screen.

The State Data Sheet selection allows you to print a statistical count report for the state.

This report provides a count and description of EMS Agencies, Vehicles, and EMS Professional within 
the state.

Information provided includes:

• Number of Licensed EMS Agencies by Type (EMT-B, EMT-I, EMT-P, etc.)
• Number of Licensed EMS Agencies by Primary Service (911 Response, Air Medical, etc.)
• Number of Permitted Vehicles by Vehicle Type (Ambulance, Rotor Craft, etc.)
• Number of EMS Professionals by Certification Level (EMT-B, EMT-I, EMT-P, etc.)
• Number of EMS Professionals on a Roster by Certification Level

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Click REPORTS in the main menu, then click AGENCY REPORTS to show the agency reports that can be 
run.

Only those with the      View Agency Reports security right on the Agency level or higher can see Agency 
Reports.

Data Submission - Agency Data Submission

This report provides several pieces of information about the EMS Agency’s data submission into the 
State EMS Data System. This report is useful for an EMS Agency to identify the number of records for 
the chosen date range, the date the last record was transmitted, and the date of service for the most 
recent event in the EMS Data System. This report is calculated using information beginning with the 
selected start date through the current date.

Information provided includes:

• EMS Data Source = EMS Software being used to collect data by the EMS Agency
• Number of Records = the number of records in the EMS Data System between the start date and 

the current date
• Date of Last Processed = the date the last file was transmitted to the EMS Data System
• Last Record Date = the date of service for the most recent record in the EMS Data System

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Data Submission - PCR Data Quality

This report provides a list of all of the PCR data quality errors associated with the submission of patient 
care reports (PCR) into the state EMS Data System for a selected date range. The number of records 
associated with error type is displayed. The associated NEMSIS data element code is included with 
each error description.

This report is useful for an EMS Agency to identify and correct data quality errors associated with their 
EMS software and patient care reports.

Information provided includes:

• Validation Message = The description of the data quality error
• Number of Records = The number of records in the EMS Data System for the associated date range 

with the data quality error
• Data Element = The NEMSIS data element code associated with the data quality error

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Call Volume - By Day of Week

This report summarizes the number of EMS events that occurred each day of the week for a selected 
date range. A chart is included which graphically displays the average, 90% fractile, and maximum 
number of events for each day of the week. Failure of this report to work or missing information within 
the table or chart is the result of missing EMS events in the EMS Data System. Either the EMS Agency 
has no data in the EMS Data System or there are dates with missing data.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Call Volume - By Time of Day

This report summarizes the number of EMS events that occurred during each hour of a day for any 
selected date range and any one day of the week. A chart is included which graphically displays the 
average, 90% fractile, and maximum number of events for each hour of the day.

Failure of this report to work or missing information within the table or chart is the result of missing 
EMS events in the EMS Data System. Either the EMS Agency has no data in the EMS Data System or 
there are dates with missing data.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Call Volume - By Day and Time

This report summarizes the number of EMS events that occurred during each hour of the day for all 7 
days of the week based on a selected date range. This report is too complex to display graphically on a 
chart.

Failure of this report to work or missing information within the table or chart is the result of missing 
EMS events in the EMS Data System. Either the EMS Agency has no data in the EMS Data System or 
there are dates with missing data.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Average Times - Avg Time by Response Level

This report calculates the average for all of the major EMS time intervals beginning with the phone 
ringing in the 911 Center and ending with the EMS Unit back in service. Averages are calculated for 
each Response Level based on a selected date range

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• n = number of events used for each calculation
• Call to Notification Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until an EMS Unit is 

Dispatch to the scene of an EMS event. (Unit Notified by Dispatch Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)
• Notification to Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit is Notified of an EMS event until the 

EMS Unit Arrives at the Scene of the event (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - Unit Notified by 
Dispatch Date/Time)

• Response Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until the EMS Unit Arrives at 
the Scene of the event. (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)

• Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Arrives on Scene until the EMS Unit Departs the Scene 
(Unit Left Scene Date/Time - Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time)

• Transport Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Departs the Scene until the Unit Arrives at its 
Destination (Patient Arrived at Destination Date/Time - Unit Left Scene Date/Time)

• Destination to Back In Service Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Arrives at its Destination until 
the Unit is Back in Service (Unit Back in Service Date/Time - Patient Arrived at Destination Date/
Time)

• Total Call Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until the Unit is Back in Service 
(Unit Back in Service Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

Average Times - by Transport Level

This report calculates the average for all of the major EMS time intervals beginning with the phone 
ringing in the 911 Center and ending with the EMS Unit back in service. Averages are calculated for 
each Transport Level based on a selected date range

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• n = number of events used for each calculation
• Call to Notification Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until an EMS Unit is 

Dispatch to the scene of an EMS event. (Unit Notified by Dispatch Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)
• Notification to Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit is Notified of an EMS event until the 

EMS Unit Arrives at the Scene of the event (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - Unit Notified by 
Dispatch Date/Time)

• Response Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until the EMS Unit Arrives at 
the Scene of the event. (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)

• Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Arrives on Scene until the EMS Unit Departs the Scene 
(Unit Left Scene Date/Time - Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time)

• Transport Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Departs the Scene until the Unit Arrives at its 
Destination (Patient Arrived at Destination Date/Time - Unit Left Scene Date/Time)

• Destination to Back In Service Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Arrives at its Destination until 
the Unit is Back in Service (Unit Back in Service Date/Time - Patient Arrived at Destination Date/
Time)

• Total Call Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until the Unit is Back in Service 
(Unit Back in Service Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

90% Fractile - Call to Notification

This report calculates the 90% Fractile Call to Notification Time using all of the EMS events with an 
emergent (lights and sirens) response. This report is calculated based on a selected date range.

The report consists of a table and two charts. The table lists all of the events grouped by time with the 
90% Fractile time shaded Red. The first chart provides up to a 2-year trend (based on the date range 
selected) of each month’s average 90% Fractile Call to Notification Time. The second chart shows the 
change from one month to the next over a 2-year period of time.

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• X = Average 90% Fractile Time over the selected date range
• R = Average 90% Fractile Time Change from Month to Month over the selected date range
• Call to Notification Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until an EMS Unit is 

Dispatch to the scene of an EMS event. (Unit Notified by Dispatch Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)
• Control charts have upper and lower control limits based on standard deviations. More information 

on Control Charts will be provided in the future.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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REPORTS  Agency Reports

90% Fractile - Notification to Scene

This report calculates the 90% Fractile Notification to Scene Time using all of the EMS events with an 
emergent (lights and sirens) response. This report is calculated based on a selected date range.

The report consists of a table and two charts. The table lists all of the events grouped by time with the 
90% Fractile time shaded Red. The first chart provides up to a 2-year trend (based on the date range 
selected) of each month’s average 90% Fractile Notification to Scene Time. The second chart shows 
the change from one month to the next over a 2-year period of time.

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• X = Average 90% Fractile Time over the selected date range
• R = Average 90% Fractile Time Change from Month to Month over the selected date range
• Notification to Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit is Notified of an EMS event until the 

EMS Unit Arrives at the Scene of the event (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - Unit Notified by 
Dispatch Date/Time)

• Control charts have upper and lower control limits based on standard deviations. More information 
on Control Charts will be provided in the future.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - Response Time

This report calculates the 90% Fractile Response Time using all of the EMS events with an emergent 
(lights and sirens) response. This report is calculated based on a selected date range.

The report consists of a table and two charts. The table lists all of the events grouped by time with the 
90% Fractile time shaded Red. The first chart provides up to a 2-year trend (based on the date range 
selected) of each month’s average 90% Fractile Response Time. The second chart shows the change 
from one month to the next over a 2-year period of time.

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• X = Average 90% Fractile Time over the selected date range
• R = Average 90% Fractile Time Change from Month to Month over the selected date range
• Response Time = Time from when the phone rings in the 911 Center until the EMS Unit Arrives at 

the Scene of the event. (Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time - PSAP Call Date/Time)
• Control charts have upper and lower control limits based on standard deviations. More information 

on Control Charts will be provided in the future.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - On Scene Time

This report calculates the 90% Fractile On Scene Time using all of the EMS events with an emergent 
(lights and sirens) response. This report is calculated based on a selected date range.

The report consists of a table and two charts. The table lists all of the events grouped by time with the 
90% Fractile time shaded Red. The first chart provides up to a 2-year trend (based on the date range 
selected) of each month’s average 90% Fractile On Scene Time. The second chart shows the change 
from one month to the next over a 2-year period of time.

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• X = Average 90% Fractile Time over the selected date range
• R = Average 90% Fractile Time Change from Month to Month over the selected date range
• Scene Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Arrives on Scene until the EMS Unit Departs the Scene 

(Unit Left Scene Date/Time - Unit Arrived on Scene Date/Time)
• Control charts have upper and lower control limits based on standard deviations. More information 

on Control Charts will be provided in the future.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - Transport Time

This report calculates the 90% Fractile Transport Time using all of the EMS events with an emergent 
(lights and sirens) response. This report is calculated based on a selected date range.

The report consists of a table and two charts. The table lists all of the events grouped by time with the 
90% Fractile time shaded Red. The first chart provides up to a 2-year trend (based on the date range 
selected) of each month’s average 90% Fractile Transport Time. The second chart shows the change 
from one month to the next over a 2-year period of time.

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using 
the definitions below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted 
into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• X = Average 90% Fractile Time over the selected date range
• R = Average 90% Fractile Time Change from Month to Month over the selected date range
• Transport Time = Time from when the EMS Unit Departs the Scene until the Unit Arrives at its 

Destination (Patient Arrived at Destination Date/Time - Unit Left Scene Date/Time)
• Control charts have upper and lower control limits based on standard deviations. More information 

on Control Charts will be provided in the future.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - EMS Chute Time

This report calculates the 90% Fractile EMS Chute Time (Sometimes referred to as Wheels Rolling Time) for the date range 
selected. This is the time interval from when the EMS Unit is notified by Dispatch to respond until the Unit begins moving En 
Route to the EMS Event. This report only includes events that are associated with an emergent (lights and sirens) response 
all the way to the scene for a 911 event. Only Ambulance and Quick Response Vehicles (QRV) responses are included.

To allow benchmarking, the most recent 6 months of data is used to create comparison groups. Each EMS Agency has been 
grouped into one of four groupings based the urban nature of the EMS Agency’s service area. The four groups are Urban, 
Suburban, Rural and Wilderness. The definition of each category is based upon an “Urban Influence” coding system utilized 
by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). These codes 
take into account county population size, degree of urbanization and adjacency to a metropolitan area or areas. Codes are 
applied to the county or counties (defined by FIPS codes) declared by each agency to represent their formal service area. 
This grouping of Urbanicity is also used by NEMSIS and the National EMS Database reports.

Urban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 1,2) Counties with large (1+ million residents) or small (less than 1 million residents) 
metropolitan areas.

Suburban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 3,5) Micropolitan (with an urban core of at least 10,000 residents) counties 
adjacent to a large of small metropolitan county.

Rural Group: (Urban Influence Codes 4, 6, 8, 9) Non-urban core counties adjacent to a large metropolitan area or a small 
metropolitan area (with or without a town).

Wilderness Group: (Urban Influence Codes 7, 10, 11, 12) Non-core counties that are adjacent to micropolitain counties (with 
or without own town

State: The average of all EMS Agencies within the state

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using the definitions 
below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• EMS Chute Time = The time from when the EMS Unit is notified by Dispatch to respond until the Unit begins moving En 
Route to the EMS Event (EMS En Route Time minus EMS Unit Notification Time).

• Number of Records = The number of EMS Data System records which were used in the calculation.
• Minimal Interval = The record with the smallest calculated time
• Maximum Interval = The EMS record with the largest calculated time
• Average Interval = The average calculated time for all of the EMS records
• 90% Fractile Time = The time or measure at which 90% of all events occur. This is the EMS industry standard 

for time measurements.
• Standard Deviation = A measurement of how much variation of distance there is between values. The higher the 

standard deviation, the greater variability there is within a measurement.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - EMS Response Time Report

This report calculates the 90% Fractile EMS Response Time for the date range selected. This is the time interval from when 
the EMS Unit is begins moving En Route to the EMS Event and ends with the EMS Units arrival on Scene. This report only 
includes events that are associated with an emergent (lights and sirens) response all the way to the scene for a 911 event. 
Only Ambulance and Quick Response Vehicles (QRV) responses are included.

To allow benchmarking, the most recent 6 months of data is used to create comparison groups. Each EMS Agency has been 
grouped into one of four groupings based the urban nature of the EMS Agency’s service area. The four groups are Urban, 
Suburban, Rural and Wilderness. The definition of each category is based upon an “Urban Influence” coding system utilized 
by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). These codes 
take into account county population size, degree of urbanization and adjacency to a metropolitan area or areas. Codes are 
applied to the county or counties (defined by FIPS codes) declared by each agency to represent their formal service area. 
This grouping of Urbanicity is also used by NEMSIS and the National EMS Database reports.

Urban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 1,2) Counties with large (1+ million residents) or small (less than 1 million residents) 
metropolitan areas.

Suburban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 3,5) Micropolitan (with an urban core of at least 10,000 residents) counties 
adjacent to a large of small metropolitan county.

Rural Group: (Urban Influence Codes 4, 6, 8, 9) Non-urban core counties adjacent to a large metropolitan area or a small 
metropolitan area (with or without a town).

Wilderness Group: (Urban Influence Codes 7, 10, 11, 12) Non-core counties that are adjacent to micropolitain counties (with 
or without own town

State: The average of all EMS Agencies within the state

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using the definitions 
below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• EMS Response Time = The time from when the EMS Unit is begins moving En Route to the EMS Event until the EMS 
Units arrival on Scene (EMS Arrival on Scene Time minus EMS Unit En Route Time).

• Number of Records = The number of EMS Data System records which were used in the calculation.
• Minimal Interval = The record with the smallest calculated time
• Maximum Interval = The EMS record with the largest calculated time
• Average Interval = The average calculated time for all of the EMS records
• 90% Fractile Time = The time or measure at which 90% of all events occur. This is the EMS industry standard for 

time measurements.
• Standard Deviation = A measurement of how much variation of distance there is between values. The higher the 

standard deviation, the greater variability there is within a measurement.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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90% Fractile - EMS At Patient Time Report

This report calculates the 90% Fractile EMS At Patient Time for the date range selected. This is the time interval from when 
the EMS Unit arrives on Scene and ends when the EMS Crew is at the Patient’s side. This report only includes events that 
are associated with an emergent (lights and sirens) response all the way to the scene for a 911 event. Only Ambulance and 
Quick Response Vehicles (QRV) responses are included.

To allow benchmarking, the most recent 6 months of data is used to create comparison groups. Each EMS Agency has been 
grouped into one of four groupings based the urban nature of the EMS Agency’s service area. The four groups are Urban, 
Suburban, Rural and Wilderness. The definition of each category is based upon an “Urban Influence” coding system utilized 
by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). These codes 
take into account county population size, degree of urbanization and adjacency to a metropolitan area or areas. Codes are 
applied to the county or counties (defined by FIPS codes) declared by each agency to represent their formal service area. 
This grouping of Urbanicity is also used by NEMSIS and the National EMS Database reports.

Urban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 1,2) Counties with large (1+ million residents) or small (less than 1 million residents) 
metropolitan areas.

Suburban Group: (Urban Influence Codes 3,5) Micropolitan (with an urban core of at least 10,000 residents) counties 
adjacent to a large of small metropolitan county.

Rural Group: (Urban Influence Codes 4, 6, 8, 9) Non-urban core counties adjacent to a large metropolitan area or a small 
metropolitan area (with or without a town).

Wilderness Group: (Urban Influence Codes 7, 10, 11, 12) Non-core counties that are adjacent to micropolitain counties (with 
or without own town

State: The average of all EMS Agencies within the state

Information not appearing in this report (columns missing) is the result of missing data elements. Using the definitions 
below, it is possible to determine which data element is not being collected or submitted into the EMS Data System.

The following definitions are helpful to understand this report:

• EMS At Patient Time = The time from when the EMS Unit arrives on Scene until the EMS Crew is at the Patient’s side 
(EMS at Patient Time minus EMS Unit Arrival On Scene Time).

• Number of Records = The number of EMS Data System records which were used in the calculation.
• Minimal Interval = The record with the smallest calculated time
• Maximum Interval = The EMS record with the largest calculated time
• Average Interval = The average calculated time for all of the EMS records
• 90% Fractile Time = The time or measure at which 90% of all events occur. This is the EMS industry standard for 

time measurements.
• Standard Deviation = A measurement of how much variation of distance there is between values. The higher the 

standard deviation, the greater variability there is within a measurement.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Procedures - Technician Success

This report calculates each individual EMS professional’s success rate for the selected procedure and 
the selected date range. Currently the following procedures are activated in this report:

• Airway-Orotracheal Intubation
• Venous Access-Extremity
• Venous Access-Intraosseous Adult
• Venous Access-Intraosseous Pediatric

For this report to properly function the EMS Software used must be collecting information on these 
procedures and transmitting the correct codes into the EMS Data System. Date elements required for 
this report include Procedure, Number of Procedure Attempts, Procedure Successful, and the State ID 
of the individual performing the procedure.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Procedures - EMS Agency Success

This report calculates the EMS Agency’s Procedure Success Rate (for all EMS professionals working 
within the EMS Agency) for the selected procedure and the selected date range. Information is 
displayed in intervals of one month. A control chart is also provided which graphically reveals a trend of 
each month’s success rate. Educational materials will be provided in the near future to better describe 
a control chart.

Currently the following procedures are activated in this report:

• Airway-Orotracheal Intubation
• Venous Access-Extremity
• Venous Access-Intraosseous Adult
• Venous Access-Intraosseous Pediatric

For this report to properly function the EMS Software used must be collecting information on these 
procedures and transmitting the correct codes into the EMS Data System. Date elements required for 
this report include Procedure, Number of Procedure Attempts, Procedure Successful, and the State ID 
of the individual performing the procedure.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Bar Chart (Pareto) - Chief Complaint

This chart displays the 20 most frequent EMS Chief Complaints from left (most frequent) to right (least 
frequent) for a selected date range. Item 20 is a group of all of the remaining less common EMS Chief 
Complaints.

Items with numbers such as -20 and -25 represent null values. A null value means that this data 
element was not competed in the patient care report. If any null values appear in this report the EMS 
Agency needs to focus on data quality and completeness at the time the patient care report is created.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Bar Chart (Pareto) - Dispatch Complaint

This chart displays the 20 most frequent EMS Dispatch Complaints from left (most frequent) to right 
(least frequent) for a selected date range. Item 20 is a group of all of the remaining less common EMS 
Dispatch Complaints.

Items listed as “Not Recorded” indicate that this was not completed in the patient care report. If 
any “Not Recorded” values appear in this report the EMS Agency needs to focus on data quality and 
completeness at the time the patient care report is created.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Bar Chart (Pareto) - Disposition Type

This chart displays the number of EMS Dispositions by Type from left (most frequent) to right (least 
frequent) for a selected date range.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Bar Chart (Pareto) - Destination Name

This chart displays the number of EMS Dispositions by Destination from left (most frequent) to right 
(least frequent) for a selected date range.

Items with numbers such as -20 and -25 represent null values. A null value means that this data 
element was not competed in the patient care report. If any null values appear in this report the EMS 
Agency needs to focus on data quality and completeness at the time the patient care report is created.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Infectious Disease - H1N1 Flu Surveillance

This report analyzes all of the patients for a 7-day period of time searching for symptoms of influenza or flu. The 
patient care report provides an opportunity to document a “Primary Symptom” and many “Other Associated 
Symptoms.” The report also evaluates the Temperature data element to identify any patients with a temperature 
of 100° F (38° C). This report searches each patient care report for the following symptoms:

• Fever
• Breathing Problem (includes cough, runny nose, and nasal congestion)

A table is provided listing all of the patients found with these symptoms, grouped by their number of symptoms. 
The more influenza symptoms a patient is experiencing, the more likely the patient has influenza.

Patient groupings include:

• Fever and Breathing Problem
• Fever Only

Finally a chart is included that provides a trend of the number of patients in each group over a 7 day period of 
time. The date selected to generate the report is used as Day 7. The report looks back from that day over the 
previous week to obtain the records for the chart.

Using the table, it is easy to review the type and number of symptoms each patient is experiencing. If the formal 
record is needed, the table provides the Patient Care Report number, the date of service, as well as the patient’s 
age and gender.

To use this report as a surveillance tool, it should be generated each day. This will provide a trend over the past 
week where it is possible to identify increased numbers of patients with multiple symptoms. If a peak in patient 
numbers with 2 or more symptoms is noted, the patient records should be reviewed and the EMS Agencies 
public health officials should be notified immediately.

In order for this report to work properly the EMS Agency must collect and submit the Primary Symptom and 
Other Associated Symptoms data elements as required by the EMS Data System. The report can be generated 
immediately after the EMS Agency has submitted the data into the EMS Data System. Any patient care
reports entered through the PreMIS Web Application are immediately available in the surveillance report.
If the required data elements are being collected in your EMS Agency’s software please check with your
vendor to make sure the software sending these two data elements to the EMS Data System.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Click REPORTS in the main menu, then click TOOLKITS to show the toolkit reports that can be run.

Only those with the      View Toolkit Report security right on the System level or higher can see Toolkit 
Reports.

Samples of each type of Toolkit can be found here:  http://www.emspic.org/toolkits

Toolkits - Response

The EMS System Response Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s Response to an 
EMS Event. This report provides a description of an EMS response from several perspectives and uses 
statistical analysis to measure an EMS Systems performance. Included in this Toolkit are comparative 
Benchmarks with other similar EMS Systems and with the entire state.

Toolkits - Acute Stroke

The EMS Acute Stroke Care Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s stroke patient’s 
demographics and care for the date range indicated by the user. This report provides a description of 
care provided by the EMS System from several perspectives. Included in this EMS Toolkit is an analysis 
of EMS System performance, individual personnel performance, and EMS patient care. Also included 
are comparative Benchmarks with other similar EMS Systems and with the entire state.

Toolkits - Acute Pediatric

The EMS Acute Pediatric Care Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s Acute Pediatric 
patient demographics and care for the date range indicated by the user. This report provides a 
description of the care provided by the EMS System from several perspectives. Included in this EMS 
Toolkit is an analysis of EMS System performance, individual personnel performance, and EMS patient 
care. The pediatric patient population has been divided into 5 age groups to better analyze and provide 
insight to EMS Systems. Within each of the 5 pediatric age groups, patients are analyzed from an injury 
and illness perspective focusing on the assessment and exam of a pediatric patient. This information 
is further used to describe and analyze the care provided to patients with acute respiratory distress/
failure, acute circulatory distress/shock, and pain control. Also included are comparative Benchmarks 
with other similar EMS Systems and with the entire state.

Toolkits - Trauma

The EMS Trauma Care Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s Trauma demographics 
and care for the date range indicated by the user. This report provides a description of the trauma care 
provided by the EMS System from several perspectives. Included in this EMS Toolkit is an analysis of 
EMS System performance, individual personnel performance, and EMS patient care. Also included are 
comparative Benchmarks with other similar EMS Systems and with the entire state.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Toolkits - Acute Cardiac

The EMS Acute Cardiac Care Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s Acute Cardiac 
and ST Evaluation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI) patient demographics and care for the date range 
indicated by the user. This report provides a description of the care provided by the EMS System from 
several perspectives. Included in this EMS Toolkit is an analysis of EMS System Performance, individual 
EMS personnel performance, and EMS patient care. Also included are comparative Benchmarks with 
other similar EMS Systems and with the entire state.

Toolkits - Cardiac Arrest

The EMS Cardiac Arrest Care Toolkit is a comprehensive analysis of an EMS System’s Cardiac Arrest 
demographics and care for the date range indicated by the user. This report provides a description of 
the cardiac arrest care provided by the EMS System from several perspectives. Included in this EMS 
Toolkit is an analysis of EMS System performance, individual personnel performance, and EMS patient 
care. Also included are comparative Benchmarks with other similar EMS Systems and with the entire 
state.

Toolkits - Incomplete Toolkits

Click MODIFY to change the Toolkit and DELETE to remove the incomplete toolkit.

Toolkits - Completed Toolkits

Click VIEW to view the Toolkit and DELETE to remove the toolkit.

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Help

The Help menu will help you:
•	 Understand	and	agree	with	the	confidential	nature	of	CIS
•	 Find	answers	to	questions	you	have	submitted	online	to	the	EMSPIC
•	 Locate	the	form	to	use	when	making	an	inquiry	to	the	EMSPIC

When	you	click	HELP,	you	will	see	three	submenus:
•	 USER AGREEMENT	(which	you	first	saw	and	signed	when	you	logged	

in	to	CIS)
•	 HELP RESULTS	(a	summary	of	your	requests	and	the	space	where	

you	will	find	answers	to	your	questions)
•	 CREATE TICKET	(a	place	for	you	to	write	inquiries	to	the	EMSPIC)

Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

HELP  User Agreement

To	review	the	EMS	Confidentiality	Agreement,	click	on	the	
first	submenu	item,	USER AGREEMENT.	
	
	
	

You	can	reread	the	agreement,	although	you	do	not	need	to	sign	it	again.
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

HELP  Help Requests

To	view	the	answer	to	a	question	you	have	electronically	
submitted	to	EMSPIC,	click	the	second	submenu	
item,	HELP REQUESTS.	
	
	
	

Select	your	search	criteria:
•	 Completion	Status	of	Open	for	tickets	

that	have	not	yet	been	answered	or	
Closed	for	tickets	that	have	been	
answered

•	 Date	Range	the	ticket	has	been	submitted	running	from	the	beginning	date	in	the	first	box	to	
the	end	date	in	the	second	box	

Click	SEARCH.	

The	answer	will	appear	in	the	box	labeled	Help Request Tickets.
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QuickTip
If	you	do	not	select	any	search	criteria	and	select	the	Search	button,	the	system	will	return	all	the	
open	(not	yet	answered)	tickets	you	have	submitted	regardless	of	date
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Need more help?  Call the EMSPIC at (866) 773-6477

HELP  Create Ticket

To	submit	a	question	to	EMSPIC,	click	the	third	submenu	
item,	CREATE TICKET.	
	
	

Click	in	the	box	labeled	QUESTION.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Type	your	question	then	click	SAVE.		Your	ticket	will	be	transmitted	to	EMSPIC.
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QuickTip
When	communicating	with	EMSPIC	through	the	ticketing	system,	do	not	include	sensitive	personal	
information	such	as	your	social	security	number.
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